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Spatial second-derivative image processing: an
application to optical mammography to enhance the
detection of breast tumors
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Abstract. We present an image-processing method that enhances the
detection of regions of higher absorbance in optical mammograms. At
the heart of this method lies a second-derivative operator that is com-
monly employed in edge-detection algorithms. The resulting images
possess a high contrast, an automatic display scale, and a greater
sensitivity to smaller departures from the local background absor-
bance. Moreover, the images are free of artifacts near the breast edge.
This second-derivative method enhances the display of structural in-
formation in optical mammograms and may be used to robustly select
areas of interest to be further analyzed spectrally to determine the
oxygenation level of breast lesions. © 2003 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumen-
tation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1578496]
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1 Introduction
Optical mammography is a technique that employs near
infrared light in the wavelength range of 630 to 1000 nm to
image the human breast. In this wavelength range, the ma
source of image contrast is the absorption of hemoglobin
Angiogenesis, or increased blood vessel formation, and othe
hemodynamic and oxygenation changes are often associat
with the presence of breast tumors.1 These changes typically
produce a local increase in optical absorption that allows th
use of near-infrared methods to detect the presence of brea
tumors. Our goal is to find a way of enhancing the detection
of those areas in the breast image that exhibit a local max
mum in absorption and might therefore correspond to the lo
cation of tumors. We show that a robust way of accomplishing
this is by employing the spatial second derivative, an operato
commonly used in edge-detection algorithms.2

2 Background
We have previously reported ‘‘edge-corrected’’ optical mam-
mograms, which we callN-images, that enhance the image
contrast and detectability of breast tumors in transillumination
images.3 An N-image is constructed from raw phase and am-
plitude data acquired by a frequency-domain instrument tha
operates in a planar projection geometry. Examples o
frequency-domain instruments operating in this geometry ar
the research prototypes previously developed by Zeiss4,5 and
r
d

st

Siemens.6 Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the Siem
prototype, the technical specifications of which have been
ported elsewhere.7 The need for an edge correction is du
primarily to the variable thickness of the breast between
two glass plates that slightly compress it. TheN-parameter is
defined as

N~x,y!5
r 0ac0

r ~x,y!ac~x,y!
, ~1!

wherer 0 is the separation of the plates,ac0 is the amplitude
of the intensity-modulated signal at a pixel where the bre
thickness isr 0 , ac(x,y) is the amplitude measured at pixe
(x,y), andr (x,y) is the breast thickness at that pixel derive
from the phase information available in the frequency d
main. We observe that in this approach, the phase informa
is solely used to measure the thickness of breast tissue at
pixel, and not to separately measure the absorption and s
tering properties of breast tissue. A representativeN-image of
the left breast, craniocaudal projection, for a 58-year-old
tient affected by invasive ductal carcinoma is shown in F
2~a!. A line graph ofN at y53.2 cmis shown in Fig. 2~b!.

AlthoughN-images represent a significant improvement
quality over the images based on raw intensity data, it is n
ertheless often difficult to discern much structure in them. F
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the frequency-domain research proto-
type developed by Siemens Medical Engineering, Erlangen, Germany,
for optical mammography. PMT, photomultiplier tube.
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example, the secondary peak aroundx58.8 cmalong the line
y53.2 cmis visible in Fig. 2~b!, but it is almost completely
hidden in theN-image of Fig. 2~a! by the large dynamic range
that is due to the main peak atx512 cm. However, we have
found that by calculating the spatial second derivative(N9)
and considering only those pixels where the second derivativ
is negative, we can isolate areas in theN-image characterized
by a local maximum in absorption. The resultingN9-image is
presented in Fig. 2~c!. In Fig. 2~d! we have plotted the nega-
tive of the second derivative along the liney53.2 cmand set
a threshold atN950. Notice how the feature aroundx
58.8 cm,which is most likely due to a blood vessel, is now
518 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 3
much more visible, both in the line graph and in th
N9-image. It is also evident from Fig. 2~d! that there is addi-
tional structure aroundx56 cm, and this, too, is visible in the
second-derivative image, even if with relatively low contra
Overall, theN9-image is a higher-contrast image that make
easier to spot those areas in the breast where there is a
maximum in absorption, and therefore potentially smaller
mors that might have been eclipsed by other features.

3 Second-Derivative Method
Our method of generating second-derivative images fr
edge-corrected optical mammograms(N-images! is summa-
rized in Fig. 3. We discuss each step in detail in the followi
sections. All of the processing was carried out in Interact
Data Language~~IDL !, a higher-level programming languag
developed by Research Systems Inc.! on a Pentium IV per-
sonal computer.

3.1 Input N-Image
We have used the second-derivative method to analyze
ages collected with a frequency-domain instrument desig
and built by Siemens Medical Engineering6,7 ~Fig. 1!. The
instrument consists of four laser diodes~690, 750, 788, and
856 nm! used as optical sources modulated at a frequenc
;70 MHz. The source and detector fibers are located on
posite sides of the breast, which is slightly compressed
tween two parallel glass plates. The fibers are scanned in
dem across the breast to yield two-dimensional project
images of the phase and amplitude of the intensity-modula
light. Two projections of each breast were typical
acquired—craniocaudal~the geometry illustrated in Fig. 1!
and oblique—and obtained by rotating the glass plates by
deg. The raw data at each wavelength were converted int
Fig. 2 (a) Edge-corrected N-image at 690 nm of the left breast, craniocaudal view (lcc), of 58-year-old patient 310. (b) Graph of the N data versus
x along the line y53.2 cm shown in (a). (c) Second-derivative image at 690 nm of the same breast shown in (a). (d) Graph of the negative second
derivative of N (2N9) versus x along the line y53.2 cm shown in (c). The arrows in (a) and (c) indicate the location of a 3-cm invasive ductal
carcinoma.



Spatial second-derivative image processing . . .
Fig. 3 Conceptual representation of the steps involved in the second-derivative image-processing scheme that converts the input N-image into the
second-derivative N9-image.
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N-image according to Eq.~1!. It is necessary to remove edge
effects prior to processing with the second derivative in orde
to avoid the introduction of artifacts near the breast edge.

3.2 Convolve with Smoothing Function
Before taking the second derivative, we smoothed the
N-image with the535 weighted average matrix shown in
Fig. 3 to reduce the effects of noise. Any significant noise
spikes or anomalies in the data should be removed prior t
smoothing, e.g., by employing traditional image-processing
techniques such as median filtering.2 Our 535 weighted av-
erage function is the result of cascading two333 uniformly
weighted average functions. We found that applying a333
uniformly weighted average function once was not suffi-
ciently effective in avoiding noise spikes in the second-
derivative images. The amount of smoothing necessary will
of course, depend on the characteristics of the input data. I
our case, the pixel size in the inputN-image was232 mm,
and smoothing over a1-cm2 area worked well.

3.3 Calculate Second Derivative in Four Directions
We calculated the second derivative ofN at each pixel by
considering theN values at its nearest neighbors in four di-
rections: horizontal, vertical, and along the two diagonals. In-
cluding other intermediate directions in the calculation did not
significantly alter the results. We have used a standar
forward-difference discrete approximation of the second de
rivative, but for completeness we define our second-derivativ
operator in the horizontal direction as follows. Consider three
pixels in anN-image that lie in the same row and denote them
left ( l ), center(c), and right (r ). The value ofN at each
pixel is Nl , Nc , andNr , respectively. LetDw represent the
center-to-center pixel separation in the horizontal direction
Then the first derivatives(N8) to the left and right of the
center pixel, respectively, are given by:

Ncl8 5
Nc2Nl

Dw
, ~2!

and
Nrc8 5
Nr2Nc

Dw
. ~3!

From Eqs.~2! and~3!, it follows that the second derivative a
the center pixel is

Nc95
Nrc8 2Ncl8

Dw
5

1

Dw S Nr2Nc

Dw
2

Nc2Nl

Dw D
5

Nr22Nc1Nl

Dw2 . ~4!

The second derivative in the vertical and diagonal directio
is defined analogously. In the case of the diagonal directio
the center-to-center pixel separation is(2Dw)1/2, so the hori-
zontal and vertical second-derivative coefficients differ fro
the diagonal ones by a factor of 2. In the matrices of Fig.
Dw has been normalized to 1, so only the factor of 2 rema

When implementing the second-derivative calculation a
convolution with the functions of Fig. 3, one must take in
account the transition between the image background~area
outside the breast! and the breast. In ourN-image, the back-
ground pixels contain zeros while the breast pixels cont
positive N-values. So simply filtering anN-image ~or a
smoothed version of it! with the second-derivative function
of Fig. 3 yields artifacts along the breast edge whenever ba
ground pixels are included in the calculation. One way
correcting this problem is to use an edge-detection algorit
to flag pixels near the breast edge and write a convolut
routine that excludes background pixels in this region. A si
pler, albeit cruder, solution is to segment the image in
inside-breast/outside-breast regions and set the outside-b
region to a value higher than the average inside-bre
N-value during the second-derivative calculation. We e
ployed the latter approach in our analysis.

To a lesser degree, this same issue arises when convo
the N-image with the smoothing function of Sec. 3.2. T
avoid artificially lowering theN-values along the breast edg
we set the outside-breast region to the average inside-b
N-value during this step.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 3 519
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Fig. 4 N-images at 690 nm of the left breast of 72-year-old patient 197 in (a) craniocaudal and (b) oblique projection, and corresponding
second-derivative images in (c) and (d). The arrows indicate the location of a 2.5-cm invasive ductal carcinoma.
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3.4 Take Minimum
We took the minimum of the second derivative along the four
directions and assigned that value to the corresponding pixe
in the N9-image. We used the minimum, as opposed to the
average along the four directions, in order to avoid missing
areas that have a negative second derivative in one directio
but are relatively flat or concave in the other directions. This
procedure enhances the visualization of directional structure
such as blood vessels.

3.5 Display
The second-derivative images are normalized by introducin
a uniform multiplicative factor that sets to21 the pixel value
corresponding to the most negative second derivative. Th
normalized second-derivative values are indicated with
Nnorm9 . We set a threshold at zero so that pixels withNnorm9
>0 are displayed in white. Pixels with a negative second
derivative(21<Nnorm9 ,0) are displayed in gray scale, with
darker areas corresponding to more negative.

We enhanced the visibility of features of interest in the
Nnorm9 images by performing a linear contrast stretch2 on the
gray levels of the image pixels with a negative second deriva
tive. Automatically optimizing the contrast of an image to be
interpreted by a human analyst is a topic with a vast literature
520 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 3
l

n

and a research undertaking outside the scope of the pre
paper. We did not attempt to generate new algorithms to
dress this problem; rather, we sought a robust method
could be readily applied to our images to automatically twe
their contrast. Histogram equalization is a popular ima
processing technique for contrast manipulation, but its res
are often too severe,8 and we found this to be the case wit
our images as well. So we settled on a linear contrast stre
which preserves the shape of the image histogram
stretches it between two predetermined points on the disp
scale. These points are typically selected by the image ana
interactively. We automated the process by basing our ch
on the characteristics of the input images.

The contrast stretch procedure we employed consists
linearly scaling the gray levels for(1002x)% of the pixels
with a negative second derivative, wherex% of the pixels,
which are those with the most negative second derivative,
set to the darkest gray level. The percentagex of the pixels
excluded from the contrast stretch is given by:

H x55 if 5747~s2!2161,5;

x55747~s2!2161 if 5<5747~s2!2161<10

x510 if 5747~s2!2161.10,
~5!
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Fig. 5 N-images at 690 nm of the right breast of 76-year-old patient 267 in (a) craniocaudal and (b) oblique projection, and corresponding
second-derivative images in (c) and (d). The arrows indicate the location of a 2.0-cm invasive ductal carcinoma.
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wheres2 is the variance ofNnorm9 for the pixels with a nega-
tive Nnorm9 . For example, consider anNnorm9 -image with a vari-
ance such thatx57%, which we wish to display in 256 gray
levels ~0 to 255!. Then the 7% of the negativeNnorm9 pixels
with the most negative values ofNnorm9 would be set to 0 in
the contrast-stretched image, and the gray levels of the re
maining 93% of the negativeNnorm9 pixels would be linearly
scaled into the range 0~black! to 255~white!. The lower and
upper limits of 5 and 10%, respectively, forx, along with the
coefficients of 5747 and 161 in Eq.~5! were chosen empiri-
cally from a subset of images and then successfully applied t
the rest of the images without the need for further adjust
ments. There are a number of ways of selecting these param
eters for a given database of images. A relatively straightfor
ward approach is to calculates2 for all of the images in the
database and determine its distribution. Based on this know
edge, one could choose representative images with low an
high values ofs2 and decide what level of contrast stretching
~i.e., what value ofx) works best in each case. These values
would then become the end points of a line segment in a
two-dimensional plot ofs2 versusx. The remaining images
would have a contrast-stretch parameterx, determined bys2,
that falls somewhere along this line. We found that modeling
x as a linear function ofs2 worked well for our purposes, but
other functions might yield even better results.
-

-

-
d

The contrast stretch we used is asymmetric and there
somewhat unusual. However, in our case this asymmetr
justified since we lose little by making the darkest features
our images black, while we would be compromising the d
tectability of the dimmest structures if we made them light
With this process, we are in effect using the variance ofNnorm9
for those pixels with a negative second derivative to set a n
threshold; the pixels whoseNnorm9 values are below this
threshold ~most negative! are set to 0~black!, and those
whoseNnorm9 values are above it~less negative! are linearly
scaled into the range 0 to 255. The motivation for using
variance ofNnorm9 at the negativeNnorm9 pixels to determine the
amount of contrast stretching is simple. Typically, imag
with the largest variance are those that possess a dark d
nant feature and many light areas. Setting a higher thres
in this situation makes the lighter features that much dar
thereby potentially revealing other structures in addition to
most salient one.

4 Results
We present four cases that illustrate the advantages of sec
derivative images overN-images. On the left side of eac
figure is theN-image, with the craniocaudal projection on th
top and the oblique projection on the bottom. On the rig
Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 3 521
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Fig. 6 N-images at 690 nm of the right breast of 52-year-old patient 165 in (a) craniocaudal and (b) oblique projection, and corresponding
second-derivative images in (c) and (d). The arrows indicate the location of a benign mastopathy.
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side, the figures show the corresponding craniocaudal and o
lique projections of theN9-image. Arrows indicate the loca-
tion of the lesion, which we know from X-ray mammography,
and whether it is cancerous or a benign mastopathy, which w
know from the pathology report.

4.1 Case 197, 2.5-cm Cancer
Patient 197 is a 72-year-old woman with a 2.5-cm tumor~in-
vasive ductal carcinoma! in the left breast. In this case, the
tumor is clearly visible in both projections of theN-image,
but notice in Fig. 4 the additional structural information, most
likely due to the vasculature, that emerges in the second
derivative image. Some of the blood vessels were faintly vis
ible in theN-image, but they appear as high-contrast feature
in the N9-image. We also see that the areas near the edge
the breast in theN9-image are mostly white, i.e., they corre-
spond to a positive second derivative, so it appears that takin
the second derivative does not result in the introduction o
artifacts in this region. We have found this to be the case with
all N9-images that we have examined.

4.2 Case 267, 2-cm Cancer
The case of patient 267, a 76-year-old woman with an inva
sive ductal carcinoma in the right breast, is an example of a
522 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 3
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low-contrastN-image without much visible structure. The tu
mor is barely discernible in the craniocaudal projection of t
N-image@Fig. 5~a!# and cannot be easily differentiated from
other dark areas in the image. In the oblique projection@Fig.
5~b!#, the tumor is altogether eclipsed by another feat
~circle!. The N9-image, however, clearly reveals the locatio
of the tumor in the craniocaudal projection@Fig. 5~c!#, while
the other dark areas in theN-image now appear to be due t
blood vessels. Although the oblique projection@Fig. 5~d!#
continues to be dominated by the circled structure, the a
corresponding to the location of the tumor is not white~i.e., it
has a negative second derivative! and can therefore be distin
guished from the background.

4.3 Case 165, Mastopathy
Patient 165, a 52-year-old woman, has a benign lesion in
right breast. This feature dominates theN-image and as a
result not much else is visible. But in theN9-image, we see a
finer structure emerge that is most likely due to blood vess
In particular, in the oblique projection, we can see that w
appeared to be a rather murky and undifferentiated featur
the N-image shows up as a combination of two resolv
structures in theN9-image.
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Fig. 7 N-images at 690 nm of the left breast of 53-year-old patient 215 in (a) craniocaudal and (b) oblique projection, and corresponding
second-derivative images in (c) and (d). The arrows indicate the location of a 3.0-cm invasive ductal carcinoma.
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4.4 Case 215, 3-cm Cancer
The case of patient 215, a 53-year-old woman with an inva
sive ductal carcinoma in the left breast, is particularly inter-
esting. In the craniocaudal projection of theN-image @Fig.
7~a!#, the cancer is readily apparent, as is another structure:
blood vessel. But even in this situation there is a substantia
improvement in the contrast and level of detail visible in the
N9-image@Fig. 7~c!#. For example, in theN9-image we can
now make out what seems to be a network of blood vessels
the tumor site. TheN-image oblique projection@Fig. 7~b!# has
a lower contrast, and the improvement in theN9-image@Fig.
7~d!# is therefore more pronounced. The visibility of the tu-
mor in this projection is much greater in theN9-image than in
its counterpart.

5 Discussion
From the examples presented, it is clear that applying th
second-derivative method enhances the structural informatio
content of N-images. TheN9-images reveal attributes that
were just barely visible inN-images or, in some cases, not
really visible at all. In those images that are dominated by one
feature~Fig. 4 and Fig. 6!, we are now able to see additional
structure away from the dominant feature and to better resolv
finer details of the dominant feature. In cases where the
l

t

N-image has a low contrast@Figs. 5~a! and 7~b!#, or when the
lesion is not the dominant structure@Fig. 5~b!#, applying this
method can lead to the detection of a previously missed
mor. Moreover, since we normalize theN9-images and selec
the linear contrast stretch parameters once for all images
N9-images can be generated without any user input. The
tectability of a particular lesion does not depend on a for
nate choice of threshold or contrast level.

As Fig. 2 illustrates, the second derivative is more sen
tive to smaller departures from the local background abs
bance. Furthermore, it is insensitive to the breast edge.
net result is a process capable of bringing out ‘‘buried’’ fe
tures@like the peak atx58.8 cmin Fig. 2~a!# without intro-
ducing artifacts close to the breast edge.

The greater detail visible inN9-images improves the sen
sitivity of tumor detection, but this may come at the price o
reduced specificity, and Fig. 7~d! brings home this point
nicely. Were it not for the arrow indicating the location of th
tumor in this image, one would be hard pressed to argue
this structure is a lesion and not just part of a blood ves
Structural information alone will not allow us to properl
classify the various features visible in anN9-image. For this
we must make use of data at multiple wavelengths and exp
the potential of optical mammography to provide function
Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 3 523
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information ~in the form of a measurement of oxygenation!
from spectral information.

There are several groups currently working to develop an
accurate way of measuring the oxygenation level of breas
lesions in vivo by combining data from two or more
wavelengths.9–14 Our second-derivative method can play an
important role in the interpretation of optical mammograms
by robustly selecting areas of interest to be analyzed spec
trally in order to discriminate benign from malignant lesions.
The second-derivative operator is an ideal choice for this pre
filtering step. By setting a threshold at zero and considering
only pixels with a negative second derivative, one is, by defi-
nition, picking out any area that represents a local absorptio
maximum, irrespective of its magnitude, size, or shape. It is
for this reason that we have elected to use the minimum valu
of N9 instead of the average along the four directions~Sec.
3.4!. Although this tends to emphasize narrow, elongated fea
tures~e.g., blood vessels!, we felt it best to err on the side of
being more inclusive and not to rely on the assumption tha
breast lesions would be largely symmetrical. The second de
rivative is analytically straightforward and easy to implement;
it is the driving mechanism behind many edge-detection algo
rithms in use today.

Finally, we should comment on the issues of depth dis-
crimination and resolution. From a planar projection, it is not
possible to determine the depth of structures visible in
N9-images. But because these images possess a relative
high contrast, they may be particularly well suited for multi-
source and/or multidetector approaches to depth
discrimination.15,16As for resolution, we should point out that
the second-derivative method does not improve the quality o
the data available. It does, however, improve the display o
the data, thereby allowing the discrimination of nearby struc-
tures that are not visibly resolved in the original images.

6 Conclusion
We have developed an image-processing method based on
spatial second-derivative operator to enhance the detection
breast tumors in optical mammograms. Applying this method
has revealed the presence of breast tumors and of fine stru
tures, most likely blood vessels, that were not visible in the
original images. As a result, this second-derivative method
enhances the structural imaging capability of optical mam
mography, thus leading to a potentially higher sensitivity in
the detection of breast cancer. In fact, in addition to the direc
visualization of breast tumors, a modified spatial pattern o
the vascularization may also provide an indirect indication of
the presence of cancer. Furthermore, the identification of sus
picious areas of interest provided by second-derivative image
may guide the selection of image pixels for a spectral analysi
aimed at the assessment of the local oxygen saturation o
hemoglobin. This second step, which provides functional in-
formation, may improve the specificity of optical mammogra-
phy by possibly allowing the discrimination of benign and
malignant breast lesions.
524 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 3
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